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9091 State Line Road 
Kansas City, MO  64114 

816-361-5900  |  913-233-0747 
Susan Whitmore, President & CEO 

First Call believes that chemical dependency is a treatable disease affecting not only the addicted person, 
but family members and friends or co-workers as well.  We believe that abuse of alcohol and other drugs 
interferes with a person’s basic rights to physical, mental, social and spiritual health.  First Call offers hope 
to those whose lives are touched by the disease of chemical dependency and empowers all people to 
establish a healthy lifestyle. 
 
It is the vision of First Call to be the leading catalyst for creating a community enjoying lifestyles free from 
the destructive forces of alcohol and other drugs. 
First Call has been serving metropolitan Kansas City since 1958.  First Call is a affiliate of the national 
organization NCADD but receives no monetary support from that group.  First Call is currently funded 
through the United Way of Greater Kansas City, the State of Missouri Community Backed  Anti-Drug Tax 
(COMBAT), local foundations and many generous individuals.  All contributions are gratefully appreciated. 
 
 
What Happens at First Call? 
 
Referral and Assessment:  Assessment, referral, intervention and follow-up services to those who are 
seeking recovery from substance use disorders. The agency operates a 24-7 Crisis Call Line which is often 
the initial source of information for clients.  
 
How to Cope: How to Cope, first developed in 1973, is a 7-session course utilizing an evidence-based 
curriculum  to help adult family members who are living with someone with a substance use disorder 
overcome the related physical, psychological and social effects of this disease—including increased risk of 
addiction, enabling behaviors, isolation and depression.  
 
Caring for Kids: Caring for Kids targets at-risk youth and children living in families where someone is 
addicted to alcohol and/or drugs. The purpose is to help participants regain a healthy lifestyle by 
redirecting focus to oneself and other non-addicted adults, and to create a safe place to share and 
overcome shame and self-blame. 
 
ME First / ME After: ME First (Motivational Enhancement First) helps those waiting for space in a 
treatment center. ME After supports participants after treatment to maintain their motivation for 
recovery.   
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Prevention Services: Community 2000 was started by the Missouri Department of Mental Health in 1987 
to mobilize communities to reduce alcohol, tobacco and other drugs. C2000 teams consist of parents, 
schools, faith community, police, businesses, youth, health care, social service, media and civic groups.  
 
Speas Community Resource Center: Includes 1) 24-7 crisis call hotline; 2) www.firstcallkc.org; 3) directory 
of over 200 recovery providers; 4) professional development classes; 5) Speakers Bureau, and 7) the 
largest video library on addiction in the metro area. 
 
Community Care Link: CCL software is used by the agency to screen clients presenting for care. Because 
CCL is also utilized by other COMBAT-funded agencies, treatment centers, mental health care and 
supportive service providers in Kansas City, First Call can eliminate duplication of services and flag clients 
for services that have previously been provided at other sites. 
 
Kansas City Recovery Oriented Systems of Care (KCROSC): KCROSC is a collaborative project designed to 
streamline access to treatment and sustainability of recovery for uninsured and underserved individuals 
aged 18 and over with co-occurring substance use and mental health disorders who reside in the Kansas 
City, Missouri metropolitan area.   Recovery Advocates provide support, resources and guidance for 
individuals at any stage of recovery from substance use disorders.    
 
First Call is not affiliated with AA and other 12-Step groups, but is supportive of their steps and traditions. 

http://www.firstcallkc.org
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Mission and Course Goals 
 
How to Cope is a program developed by First Call.  How to Cope offers adults emotional, 
social, and physical alternatives to the fear and anxiety of being in a relationship impacted 
by chemical dependency. 
 
The mission of the How to Cope program is to educate, provide support, foster awareness 
and offer help to individuals whose lives are being affected by someone else’s abuse of 
alcohol or other drugs. 
 
 
With participation in the How to Cope class, you will: 
• Learn about the disease of addiction. 
• Learn the effects of addiction on the family. 
• Begin to recognize how family members and friends enable the addicted person. 
• Construct a plan of action for changing your personal behaviors in order to regain 

balance of your life. 
• Learn how the “Honest Love” approach allows the person abusing substances to 

experience the consequences of his/her addiction. 
 
First Call makes no guarantee, but once a family member or friend starts the process of 
developing a healthy lifestyle, the addicted person will often seek help.  The important 
thing is that somebody starts getting well. 
 
 
Confidentiality is an important element of the How to Cope Class: 
  
 “Who I see here, what I hear here, when I leave here, let it stay here.” 
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DEDICATION 
 

The How to Cope program materials have always been dedicated to the memory of James 
J. McWilliams, NCADD counselor, lecturer, and author, who developed and practiced Tough 
Love. 
 
We dedicate this edition to all those wise friends and participants who have continued the 
collaborative effort involved of improving the How to Cope program.  We appreciate those 
who have shared their experiences, hopes, failures and successes with others trying to 
cope.  We especially thank those wonderful volunteers,  the graduates of How to Cope 
who give their time freely to help others move into a healthy lifestyle. 
 
We hope those of you using these materials today will enjoy the results of these efforts. 
 
 
Susan Whitmore 
President & CEO 
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An Elephant in the Living Room* 
A story about the disease of addiction.  

 
 We had an elephant that lived at our house. Most of the time it just laid around and was pretty 
much in the way. After all, what can you do with an elephant? They make pretty messy pets! 
 
Once in a while our elephant got mean, breaking furniture and making lots of noise. Sometimes the 
neighbors even complained. It was embarrassing when our elephant acted up, so we mostly just 
pretended it wasn’t around. Because our elephant was so unpredictable, we seldom invited guests to our 
house. We certainly didn’t want our friends to see it misbehave. But we got more and more lonely. 
Although each family member felt responsible for the elephant’s behavior-----and we tried very hard to 
control it----we never talked to one another about the problems it was causing. Usually we just blamed 
one another or something else for the loneliness and frustration we often felt. 
 
Another problem with the elephant was that it didn’t stay small. The longer it lived at our house, the 
bigger it grew and the messes it made got worse and worse. 
 
Perhaps you can see that there are some similarities between living with an elephant in your house and 
living with someone who is abusing alcohol or other substances. One of the very first things that has to 
happen before any changes can take place in either case, is to acknowledge the presence of the 
problem. Next, you have to start talking about it. The How to Cope class is going to provide you with 
information that will help you to do both in a constructive, helpful manner. 
 

*Adapted from An Elephant in the Living Room, The Children’s Book, copyright 1984 by Jill M. Hastings, M.S., and Marion H. 

Typpo, PhD. Published in the United States by CompCare Publishers.  
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Goals for Session One: 
 

Upon completion of this session you will be able to: 
• List factors which explain the disease of addiction. 
• Describe common behaviors which are greatly exaggerated in an addicted person. 
• Learn and recognize that alcohol or other drugs are viewed by the addicted person as valuable 

and important. 
• Understand the “Walls of Defense” of the chemically dependent person 
• Understand “delusion” and “denial” 
• Understand the Three C’s 
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I. Why people use alcohol and other drugs 
 

A. There are numerous  reasons people begin using which include: 
1. To feel good.  Most abused drugs produce intense feelings of pleasure.  With stimulants such as 

cocaine, the euphoria or “high” is followed by feelings of power, self-confidence, and increased 
energy.  The euphoria caused by opiates such as heroin is followed by feelings of relaxation and 
satisfaction. 

2. To feel better.  Some people who suffer from social anxiety, stress-related disorders and 
depression begin abusing drugs in an attempt to lessen feelings of distress.  Stress can play a 
major role in beginning drug use, continuing drug use, or relapse in patients recovering from 
addiction. 

3. To do better.  The increasing pressure that some individuals feel to chemically enhance or 
improve their athletic or cognitive performance can play a role in initial experimentation and 
continued drug use. 

4. Curiosity and “because others are doing it.”  Adolescents are particularly vulnerable because of 
the strong influence of peer pressure.  They are more likely to engage in “thrilling” or “daring” 
behaviors. 

B. Most people who become addicted initially start using in the same way and for the same reasons as 
people who do not become addicted.  

 

II. Addiction is a disease 
 

A. Addiction is a life-threatening, primary (has symptoms), chronic (is ongoing), progressive (does not 
get better), treatable, but not curable disease. 
1. Addiction is characterized by loss of control.   
2. Addiction is defined as a chronic, relapsing brain disease that is characterized by compulsive drug 

seeking and use, despite harmful consequences.   
3. Addiction is considered a brain disease because drugs change the brain’s structure and how it 

works.  These brain changes can be long lasting, and can lead to the harmful behaviors seen in 
people who abuse drugs.   

4. Addiction is similar to other diseases, such as heart disease.  Both disrupt the normal, healthy 
functioning of the organ or the body, have serious harmful effects, are preventable, treatable, and 
if left untreated, can last a lifetime. 

 
 
B.  The three most important points to remember when living with a person who has the disease of 
addiction: 

 

~ 
I DIDN’T CAUSE IT. 

I CAN’T CONTROL IT. 
I CAN’T CURE IT. 

~ 
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III.   Addiction is similar to other chronic diseases 
 

A. Diabetes is often used as a comparison. 
1. Like diabetes, addiction is treatable. 
2. Like diabetes, addiction is not curable. 

B. Chronic diseases usually develop slowly. However, with some substances, such as cocaine and crystal 
meth, there may be rapid development of the disease. 

C. Positive lifestyle changes are necessary to place the disease of addiction in remission. 
 

 Stages of Addiction 
A. Stage One = Experimentation 
 Early use is one of the risk factors for addiction 
B. Stage Two = Regular Use 
 Some risky behavior may begin at this stage 
C. Stage Three = Substance Abuse / Risky Behavior 
 Relationships with family and friends are impacted.  Negative consequences may emerge  
D. Stage Four = Addiction / Substance Use Disorder 
 Your loved one’s substance abuse has progressed to a chronic, but treatable, brain disease.  
 Cravings drive your loved one to use, despite the impact on their life and their loved ones. 
 
The stages above are different for everyone.  Someone can move through these stages quickly or over the 
course of several years.  
 

IV. Types of drugs 
 

A. Mood altering drugs are chemicals that produce changes in the brain function by altering the 
chemistry of the brain. Some of these drugs are: 
1. Depressants  

• Alcohol -  the most commonly used and abused drug.   Alcoholism was recognized as a 
disease by the World Health Organization in 1951 and by the American Medical Association 
in 1956. 

• Benzodiazepines (sedatives, hypnotics, anesthetics, anticonvulsants): Valium, Xanax, Restoril, 
Benadryl and other antihistamines, Librium, Rohypnol 

• Non-benzodiazepines: Lunesta, Ambien 
• Barbiturates (sedatives, hypnotics, anxiolytics): Nembutal, Seconal, Luminal 
• Herbal sedatives: ginseng 
• Solvent sedatives: ether, chloroform 
• Uncategorized Sedatives: GHB, Quaaludes, Rozerem 

2. Stimulants  
 

• Nicotine 
• Caffeine 
• Cocaine/crack cocaine 
• Amphetamines: Speed, Adderall, Dexadrine 
• Ephedrine/pseudoephedrine: Sudafed 
• Methamphetamine (contains ephedrine/pseudoephedrine) 
• Ritalin, Concerta 
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• Khat 
3. Hallucinogens 

• MDMA (“ecstasy”) 
• LSD 
• PCP 
• Ketamine 
• Psilocybe mushrooms 
• Peyote & Mescaline 
• Dexromethorphan (DXM) 

4. Cannabis 
• Tetrahydrocannabinol (THC): Marinol 
• Marijuana (contains THC) 
• Hashish 
• Hash Oil 

5. Narcotics (pain killers) 
• Opium 
• Morphine 
• Codeine: acetaminophen, Guaifensein or Promethazine or Tylenol w/codeine 
• Heroin 
• Hydrocodone: Vicodin, Tussionex 
• Oxycodone: OxyContin, Percocet 
• Uncategorized narcotics: Demerol, Methadone, Darvon 

6. Anabolic Steroids 
• Testosterone: Depo Testerone, Sustanon  
• Others: Parabolan, Winstrol, Equipose, Anadrol, Dianabol, 
• Primabolin-Dept  

7. Inhalants  
• Amyl and butyl nitrates 
• Nitrous Oxide (laughing gas) 
• Other inhalants: adhesives, spray paint, lighter fluid, gasoline 

 
Synthetic/Designer drugs  are drugs with properties and effects similar to a known narcotic but with a 
slightly altered chemical structure.  Bath salts, K2, Ecstasy, PCP and LSD are all examples of synthetic 
drugs.  Their ingredients and potency vary, as they are created in illegal, uncontrolled labs.     
 
*The following websites are excellent sources of information about drugs and use trends: 

• www.drugabuse.gov 
• www.teendrugabuse.gov 

 

B.  Addictive behaviors can also alter brain chemistry and produce symptoms similar to those caused by 
mood altering drugs.  Behavior addictions include: 

1. Gambling 7. Making/Spending money 
2. Exercise compulsion 8. Violence 
3. Sex addiction/pornography 9. Stealing 
4. Over or under eating 10. Cleanliness  
5. People and relationship addiction 11.  Using the internet  
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V. The addicted person's behavior 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A. A type of "Dr. Jekyl/Mr. Hyde" behavior develops in the person addicted to alcohol and/or other 
drugs. Those living with the addict begin to think they are trying to relate to two different people in 
the same body. 
1. The behavior may become unpredictable, inconsistent, and confusing. The addict develops a 

distorted view of reality and therefore a distorted reaction to life. 
2. The addiction may cause behaviors such as cravings, blackouts, and memory loss. 
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B. Values and behavior are in conflict. 
1. The addicted person's behavior does not correspond to his/her true intentions ( e.g. "I promise I 

will stop after only two drinks." — "You can count on me today. I will for sure be at your ball 
game."). 

2. They are unable to live by personal values due to the unpredictable nature of the disease. 
3. This conflict between values and behavior creates even more emotional pain. 

C. Inner feelings conflict with behavior. 
1. Internally, the addict is feeling pain, guilt, hurt, shame, and fear. These feelings are masked by 

a “wall of defense". 
2. The effects of addiction on the mind, body, and spirit make it impossible for the addicted person 

to recognize his/her own true feelings. 
3. Feelings and behaviors common to all people are exaggerated in an addicted person due to 

the effects of the disease. Some of these behaviors are: 
• Rage 
• Emotional insulation 
• Feelings of inferiority/superiority 
• Low frustration tolerance 
• Perfectionism 
• Excuses 
• Rationalization 
• Projection 
• Blame 
• Displacement 
• Aggression 
• Fantasy 

D. Delusion and denial are mechanisms for coping with the conflicts of the "Dr. Jekyl/ Mr. Hyde" 
behavior. Delusion and denial keep everyone involved "stuck" in a circle of behavior so that nothing 
can change. 
1. The existence of problems is denied. 
2. The severity of problems is denied. 
3. The ability to solve problems is denied. 

E. Delusion is an inability to see reality. It is believing a situation to be true that in reality does not exist, 
e.g. "My boss doesn't like the way I dress and therefore gets mad when I arrive late for work." 
1. The effects of the disease make it impossible for the addicted person to recognize what is 

happening. 
2. The pain and fear of facing the degeneration of relationships distort the family's view of 

reality. 
3. The inappropriate reactions of family and friends add to the delusion. 

F. Denial is an unconscious psychological defense mechanism that protects against painful realities. 
G. Denial is not the same as lying because it is not deliberate. 

1. Blackouts are chemically induced periods of amnesia which contribute to memory problems. 
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VI. Denial is illustrated in the following story: 
 

"A desert nomad awakened hungry in the middle of the night. He lit a candle and began eating dates from 
a bowl beside his bed. He took a bite from one and saw a worm in it, so he threw it out of the tent. He bit 
into a second date, found another worm and threw it away also. Reasoning that he wouldn't have any 
dates left to eat if he continued, he blew out the candle and quickly ate the rest of the dates." 
 

There are many who prefer the darkness of denial to the light of reality. The How to Cope class is like 
lighting a candle to shine information on the disease of addiction. Each individual has a choice about what 
he/she will do with the information received. 
 

VII. Our beliefs when we don’t understand addiction: 
(Myths are in italics, truths are not!) 

• You’re not an addict/alcoholic if you don’t use/drink daily or in the morning.   It is not when or how 
much someone drinks, but what happens when they drink that indicates addiction or a problem. 

• You’re not an addict/alcoholic if you have a job and work every day.  Being absent from work is not an 
indicator of a problem.  Knowing that being frequently absent is viewed as a warning sign, many 
addicts are careful to go to work regularly. 

• Illegal drugs pose more of a health threat to people than alcohol does.  Alcohol poses a significant 
health threat, as it directly affects every organ in the body including the brain. 

• The biggest addiction problem we face is the use of illegal drugs.  Alcohol deaths claim five times as 
many people each year in the United States as drug-related deaths.  In the United States today, 
almost six times more people are related to or living with an alcoholic than with a drug addict. 

• A simple lack of willpower leads to addiction.  Chemical dependency is a disease, and like with any 
disease, willpower does not provide protection or prevent the onset of the disease. 

• Drug addicts in recovery can drink alcohol without any problems.  Many addicts, and family members, 
believe a recovering drug addict can be in recovery and drink.  However, total abstinence from all 
drugs, including alcohol, is the only way to avoid problems and remain in recovery. 

• An alcoholic can use prescription drugs if under a doctor’s care.   Many addicts, and doctors, believe a 
recovering alcoholic can safely take addictive, doctor-prescribed drugs as long as they follow 
directions.  However, continued use may cause an unexpected relapse. 

• Doctor-prescribed drugs do not pose a threat of addiction.  Over a period of time, it is likely for 
patients to develop dependence on the pain medication.  If dependence is not dealt with, addiction 
may result.  Obvious signs of addiction would include: increased use, “doctor shopping” to obtain 
more than one prescription for the drug, stealing the drug from family, hiding use. 

• It’s not my problem, it’s the addict’s problem.  Addiction is a family disease.  Everyone who lives with, 
loves or works with the addict is profoundly impacted and affected in some way. 

• Treatment is a waste of time and money.  Treatment costs society far less than continued use. 
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Session One  - Tools for your Toolbox 
 

1. Do something good for yourself.   
  
 
 

 
 

2. Attend a support group such as: Al-Anon, Nar-Anon, Families in Recovery, Stand Up Parenting or 
other support group. 

 
3. Consider abstaining from mood altering substances while taking the How to Cope class. This does 

not refer to medications prescribed by your doctor. 
• This will give you the opportunity for clarity of feelings and attitudes. 
• To have a clear mind to deal with your situation 
• To assess your own use 

 
4. Review the Disease Progression & Recovery chart 
 
5. It is very important to come back for Session II which is the foundation for the rest of the course. 
 
6. Please remember: 

• The class will start on time so that we can cover all of the material and still end on time. 
• Confidentiality is an important element of the How to Cope class: 
  

8. Consider Journaling as you move through the How to Cope sessions.  Reflecting upon the topics 
addressed will allow you to process the information more fully. 

 
 

Write in a journal Take a walk or 
ride a bike 

Go fishing or 
swimming 

Dance around 
the room 

Have breakfast 
in bed 

Take a long bath 

Call a friend Go to a movie Set a goal for  
self-improvement 

Go roller-
skating 

Read a  
magazine 

Cook a new re-
cipie 

Go to a concert 
or to a museum 

Go for a run Watch the sunrise Sign up for a 
yoga class 

Go bowling Plant a garden 
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Session 2 

 

Enabling Behavior 
Supports Addiction 
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Review of Session One — The Disease of Addiction 
 

• Addiction to alcohol and/or other drugs is a disease. It is a life threatening, primary, 
progressive, treatable, but not curable disease. 

• Addiction to relationships, gambling, food, etc., are also life threatening diseases. 
• The "3 Cs" — I didn't Cause it. I can't Control it. I can't Cure it. 
• Addiction may be characterized by a variety of "Dr. Jekyl/Mr. Hyde" behaviors as   illustrated in the 

Walls of Defenses 
• Alcohol and other drugs are viewed by the addict as valuable and important 
• Delusion and denial are coping mechanisms for adjusting to the addict's behaviors. 

 

Goals of Session Two 
 

Upon completion of this session, you will: 
• Understand the meaning of the term: "Enabling", which can also be described as “Caring Out-of-

Balance” 
• Be able to identify your own enabling behavior and recognize what you want to change. 
• Make three lists which describe: 

− The behavior of the addicted person. 
− Your reaction to that behavior. 
− Your feelings in response to the behavior. 

• Begin keeping a daily record of difficult behaviors, your reactions and your feelings. 
• Begin to identify and verbalize how the addiction of your loved one has impacted your life. 
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I. Caring versus Enabling 
 

Connecting to others and caring about their well-being is a strength.  Wanting your loved one to be safe 
and healthy is normal and natural.  Caring is a good thing, however any “good thing” that gets out of 
balance is no longer is healthy or helpful.  Exercise, for example, is  generally viewed as a healthy, positive 
behavior, but if it occurs in excess it can be detrimental to one’s physical and emotional well-being.   
 
Because we love our family member who is struggling with addiction, we want to do all we can to protect 
them.  However, most of the things we do end up helping the disease of addiction to progress.  The end 
result is that we are loving our loved one to death. This is called enabling.  Enabling has roots in caring, 
but is an out-of-balance, unhealthy behavior.  The following list offers some examples of enabling 
behaviors that promote the progression of the addiction.  Check any behaviors that you recognize in 
yourself. 

 ____ Provide alcohol or other drugs 

 ____ Bail out of jail or pay attorney fees 

 ____ Lie to cover up problems 

 ____ Deny the addiction or defend behaviors to others 

 ____ Ignore or minimize the problem 

 ____ Make threats in an attempt to control the drug use or other difficult behavior 

 ____ Put yourself or other family members in harm’s way 

 ____ Take on responsibilities that aren’t yours 

 ____ Rescue and protect from negative consequences 

 ____ Blame others  

 ____ Avoid family, friends and social occasions 

 ____ Pay off the drug dealer or pay the bar tab 

 ____ Lend money 
 
 

A. An activity that protects the chemically dependent person from realizing the nature and full extent of 
the consequences of his/her behavior.  Family members may unknowingly, and in subtle ways, be 
helping and empowering the addict/alcoholic to continue using. 

B. Enabling is a behavior in which someone does something for the addicted person that the addicted 
person needs to be doing for themselves.   

C. The person in the enabling system may be reacting to the addiction by attempting to control the 
outcomes.  Family members are living in a system where everything seems like (and sometimes is), 
out of control.  Family members need to try to control something, so they focus on the addict. 

D. Enabling is a behavior that a family member has learned to do for emotional survival.  It is important 
to remember that “the role adopted for survival can also be the role that will destroy.” 

E. Enabling is a learned behavior that can be unlearned and replaced by a healthier more productive 
response to your loved one’s addiction.   

F. Most people in the enabling system may be subconsciously contributing to the progression of the 
fatal disease of addiction.  Family members are anxious about what is happening to their loved one.  
They also feel a sense of responsibility to “do something” to help or are feeling pressured to do 
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something to help. 
G. Enabling behavior is a method family members use to soothe their own anxiety.  But, however well 

intentioned, they are preventing the addicted person from experiencing the reality of their addiction. 
H. People in the enabling system may gain good feelings (self-esteem) about themselves by trying to fix 

the addict’s problems. (For example:"If it weren't for me, he/ she would not have anything.) 
I. As the enabling behaviors become routine, family members end up feeling frustrated and angry at the 

lack of change they expect. 
  

II. Enabling may be a reaction to addiction and avoidance of focusing on the 
self. 
 

Addiction can trigger a "reaction spiral" for all those involved. The "reaction spiral" can be compared to a 
whirlpool pulling or sucking everyone downward, much like water going down the drain. The behaviors 
degenerate and therefore the situation degenerates.  It is important to note that regardless of how active 
the reaction spiral is in your situation, it is NOT your fault when the addict responds to triggers and 
reactions as a reason to use drugs or alcohol. 
 

“Combine love with denial and you have innocent enabling. 
Combine reality with fear and you have desperate enabling.” 

 - “Love First”, 2008, Jeff and Debra Jay 
 
A. Innocent Enabling is defined as family members helping out not realizing the root of the problems are 

alcohol or drug abuse. 
B. Desperate Enabling is defined as the belief on the part of the family member that they somehow 

have the power to save another from the consequences of addiction.  Desperate enabling 
intensifies as the addiction intensifies.  The more extreme the addiction, the more extreme the 
enabling.  As the addiction progresses and gets worse, family members adjust and re-adjust to the 
problem.  Desperate enabling is born out of fear, and fear blocks them from moving out of the 
pattern.  Fear is only a feeling, but fear cannot stop you.  You stop you. 
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Separating the Problem 
 
From your own situation, identify behaviors, reactions, and feelings by completing the 
following chart: 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Behaviors 
 

List behaviors exhibited by the 
addicted person in your life which 
seem unsuitable and that directly 
affect you.  
BEHAVIOR: 
 

1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

6.  

7.  

8.  

9.  

10.  

Your Reaction   
 

Indicate what immediate and di-
rect actions you took. List your 
immediate reactions and what 
you think of your reactions. 
YOUR REACTION: 
 

1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

6.  

7.  

8.  

9.  

10.  

Your Feelings 
 

List your  feelings associated 
with the addicted person’s be-
havior and your reaction. 
 
YOUR FEELINGS: 
 

1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

6.  

7.  

8.  

9.  

10.  
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III. Effects of addiction on the family / friends 
 

According to the work of Dr. Max Schneider, an internist specializing in families of alcoholics, the people 
around the alcoholic suffer from increased incidences of gastritis, stroke, heart disease, insomnia, 
respiratory problems, anxiety and depression.  Dr. Schneider warns that the risk of accidents, homicide, 
and suicide are also much higher among family members of someone with an active addiction. 
 
Helpful definitions: 

• Somatic changes – direct effect of the drug on soma (the organ) 
• Psychosomatic changes – the psyche is changed due to feelings and emotions 

• Somatopsychic changes – changes in the organ causes changes in thinking and feeling 
       (These changes are not “in the head” – the organ has been changed.) 
        

 

1. Gastrointestinal System 
 

ADDICTED PERSON FAMILY/FRIENDS 
Esophagitis Esophagitis 
Gastritis Gastritis 
Peptic Ulcer Peptic Ulcer 
Pancreatitis Diarrhea 
Hepatitis Constipation 
Malabsorption Bulimia 
Malnutrition Anorexia 
Sugar Imbalance Overeating 

 

 

2. Cardiovascular System 
 

ADDICTED PERSON FAMILY/FRIENDS 
Hypertension Hypertension 
Irregular heartbeat Irregular heartbeat 
Stroke Stroke 

 

3. Skeletal System 
 

ADDICTED PERSON FAMILY/FRIENDS 
Accidents Accidents 
Fractures Fractures 
Bruises Bruises 
Burns Burns 
Drowning 

The addict develops tolerance to the chemical which means they need to use more  
and more of the drug to achieve the same effect.  Tolerance is a sign of chemical dependence. 
The family members develop tolerance to the addict’s behavior.  In other words, the family 
members have become addicted to the addict. 

  ~ Dr. Max Schneider 
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4. Urinary Tract 
 

ADDICTED PERSON FAMILY/FRIENDS 
Irritable bladder Irritable bladder 
Prostatitis (in men) Bedwetting in children recurs 
 

5. Sexuality 
 

ADDICTED PERSON FAMILY/FRIENDS 
Lack of intimacy Lack of intimacy 
Change in performance Change in performance 
Acting out Acting out 
Hormone and emotional changes Hormone and emotional changes 
Feelings blocked Feelings blocked 
“Not there” Grief due to “loss” of loved one 
Changes in sex organs 
 

6. Nervous/Emotional System 
 

ADDICTED PERSON FAMILY/FRIENDS 
Anxious/nervous Anxious/nervous 
Lack of concentration Preoccupied 
Memory problems Learning problems (in children) 
Sleep disorders Sleep disorders 
Headaches Headaches 
Denial Denial 
Fatigue Fatigue 
Impaired judgment Impaired judgment 
Hides use Enables user 
Psychological addiction Blames self 
Physical addiction Grief—loved one is there, but not there 
Fear of loss of the chemical Fear 
Withdrawal Withdrawal 
Depression Depression 
Suicide/homicide Suicide/homicide 
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IV. A Letter to the Disease 
 

• This is an opportunity for you to share what the disease of addiction has been like for you.  Focus on 
yourself, your feelings.  What has the experience of living with or loving the addict been like for you?  
How has your life been changed?  Think about what has been taken away from you, from your family, 
from your friends, from co-workers. 

• This is your perception and experience as to what addiction has been like for you. 
 

**************** 

Here’s a sample of a real letter that was written by a family member: 
 

Dear Disease of Addiction – 
 

First and foremost, I want you to know how much I hate you for destroying my family, my hopes, my 
dreams, my life. 
 

I have cried so many times because you always win!!  I have watched you take my brother’s life for 30 
years.  You have made my other brother feel 100% responsible for you when I know it wasn’t his fault.  He 
didn’t cause it, he can’t control it and he couldn’t cure it.  And you have broken my mother’s heart.  Oh, I 
hate you more than I can say. 
 

You are cunning, you are brutal.  I have given you all the time I can give you.  I lost many nights of sleep.  
I’ve lost the desire to have fun.  It is difficult to even get out of bed.  You have made my life unbearable 
and many times I just feel numb.  I feel so alone.  I don’t think anyone could ever understand how I feel. 
 

**************** 
 

• Focus on how you really feel. Tell it like it is.  You will be able to share this exercise with the rest of the 
group in Session IV. 

• Here’s a list of words that might help you express your feelings: 
Angry Insecure Guilty 
Discouraged Inadequate Apathetic 
Helpless Ashamed Bewildered 
Hopeless Afraid Confused 
Anxious Frustrated Embarrassed 
Depressed Rejected Miserable 
Worried Reckless Inferior 
Hurt Lonely Numb 
Insignificant Lethargic 

• Describe specific events or situations that have taken place and exactly how you felt at the time 
• Contrast the difference between the personality behavior and relationship before and after the abuse 

began.  (You need to separate the behavior of the addict from the person.) 
"I remember when _________ and I used to have fun doing..." 
"We don't get do fun things together anymore since you took over” 

• Describe exactly how you feel about the loss of your loved one to addiction 
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V. Change is possible.  There is HOPE! 
 

 People will typically do all they can to avoid pain.  In order for the person abusing or addicted to 
chemicals to begin thinking about change that could lead to recovery, the pain of using drugs must 
outweigh the benefits of using drugs.  As family members, we believe we are protecting our loved one by 
preventing any experience of pain.  We keep rescuing them from the consequences of their behavior and 
hope they will say that they ready to put their life back together.  We feel better, because we feel we are 
doing something.  We mean to be helping, but what we are doing is enabling the disease to progress.  
Feeling helpless, we keep doing more.  But as our enabling progresses the disease keeps progressing and 
so we find more and more ways to protect and no one is getting well.  We continue the dance of 
addiction and we find ourselves dancing faster and faster. The more we try to control and manage the life 
of another person, the less time and energy we have to meet our own needs.  We see our lives become 
more and more unmanageable.  Eventually, we find ourselves physically, emotionally, mentally and 
spiritually bankrupt.  This is  a difficult cycle to disrupt.  Change will take time, but it IS possible.  Armed 
with knowledge about the disease, awareness of your contribution to the reaction spiral, tools to create 
change and the support of people who understand, you can recover.   
 

Attend your selected Support Group (Families in Recovery, Al-Anon, Nar-Anon, CODA, or other support 
groups) and listen for coping skills of others. Note the similarities in yourself and others in the group, 
not the differences. 
 
 
 

Session Two - Tools for your Toolbox: 
 

A. Do something good for yourself. 
B. Attend a Support Group. 
C. Check your relationships, by using the Separating the Problem page. 
D. Use the Journal to begin recording on a daily basis how learned behaviors affect your life in general.  

Just brief notes will be helpful to understand the pattern that has developed in all aspects of your life. 
E. Keep working on “Letter to the Disease” worksheet.  You will be able to share this assignment with 

the group in Session IV. 
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Session 3 
 

Addiction Affects 
the Family 
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Review of Session Two— Enabling Behavior Supports Addiction 
 

• Addiction affects many people other than the substance abuser. 

• Addiction can lead to a "reaction spiral." 

• By keeping a record of the reaction spiral we force ourselves to step back and become observers. 
This is the first step toward changing behavior. 

• Participation in the reaction spiral actually  allows the addiction to progress. 

• By journaling we can become aware of our feelings and reactive behavior towards 
the addict’s behaviors. 

• We can't control or cure the abuser's behavior but we can change our own  
behavior. 

• Developing healthy behavior can reduce stress. 
 

Goals of Session Three 
 

Upon completion of this session you will be able to: 

• Give several examples of how addiction affects the way your family relates to one another. 

• Make a list of the difficult behaviors that children adopt growing up in addiction-affected families. 

• Be aware that your own reactive behavior may contribute to family struggles. 

• Define the roles that family/friends learn and take on in order to survive in the dysfunction: Hero, 
Scapegoat, Lost Child and Mascot. 
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Hierarchy of Needs 

PHYSIOLOGICAL NEEDS 
Water, Air, Food, Shelter.  The building blocks of survival. 

SAFETY  NEEDS 
A feeling of being emotionally and physically safe and secure. 

SELF-FULFILLMENT  
NEEDS 

 Achieving happiness.  To 

continue to develop and 

become what one is capable 

of becoming. 

ESTEEM NEEDS 

To increase self esteem by having self-

respect, being respected by others, re-

specting others. 

BELONGING/LOVE NEEDS 
To give and receive love. 

 

Adapted From:  Abraham Maslow’s “Hierarchy of Human Needs” 
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Everyone has needs.  Our needs are valid and important and deserve  
our attention.  Our needs are as important as anyone else’s needs. 

 
 

The Maslow Hierarchy of Needs chart explains the various needs all humans 
have regardless of age. The chart is to be read from the bottom up. The needs 
of each level must be satisfied before a person can move up to the next level. 
 

A. A person is not content to remain on one level.  There is a natural tendency to want to move 
to the next level. 

B. When the needs of all the lower levels have been met, a person who has achieved a boost in 
self-esteem through appreciation, praise and respect, now strives to achieve self-fulfillment, 
where they can focus on becoming what they are capable of becoming. 

C. In a nurturing family which is functioning in a healthy and balanced manner, needs are met in 
healthy ways. 

 

The reaction spiral interrupts your ability to meet your own needs and the 
needs of others. The substance abuser, the spouse, the children, and extended 
circle of family and friends are all unable to meet their own needs or anyone 
else's because everyone's energy focused on the addicted person’s behaviors. 
The person closest to the substance abuser is usually the most active in the 
reaction spiral. 

 

Children get caught in the middle of the reaction spiral. 
A. Behavior of family members or primary caregivers is inconsistent. Love and attention may 

fluctuate, discipline is unpredictable. 
1. Family fun is inconsistent or non-existent. 
2. Fights and quarrels are more frequent. 
3. Insecurity and fear may dominate the child's feelings. 

B. There is dread of a crisis caused by the addicted person's behavior. 

C. There is dread of the family member's reactive behavior. 

D. The opposite of neglect is the "super caregiver" — the person who "kills them with kindness." 
This behavior may look nurturing on the outside, but it is a form of control and causes a lack of 
confidence and low self-esteem in the child. 

E. Abuse can result. 
1. Abuse can be overt - such as physical beatings, verbal abuse, inappropriate punishment, 

etc. 
2. Abuse can also be less obvious - such as lack of touching, hugging, listening, and validating. 
3. Neglect may be prevalent. 

• Preoccupation leads to family members or primary caregivers being unaware of 
children's needs. 
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• Repeated crises deplete family resources so caregivers are unable to meet children's 
needs. 

• Children are left to meet their own needs as well as the needs of the parents. 
 

Family Roles 
 
When addiction is present in a family, the behaviors of the other family members become organized 
around the addicted person’s behaviors.  This is done in an attempt to create structure and stability in a 
situation that is becoming increasingly unpredictable and sometimes frightening.  Family members may 
take on roles, but often family members will relate to more than one role.  
 

 

Families In-Balance and Families Out-of-Balance 
 

A. Children from unhealthy family systems are affected. 
1. There is an emotional impact. 

• They have an inability to trust. 

• They have an excessive sense of responsibility or may be very irresponsible  
• They deny their true feelings. 

2. There is a behavioral impact. 
• They operate from a perspective of low self-esteem and a lack of confidence. 
• They are often depressed. 

• They use defense mechanisms such as acting out, overachieving or being peace makers. 

ROLE WHAT WE SEE 
WHAT WE  
DON’T SEE 

BENEFITS OF  
THIS ROLE 

RISK FOR  
THIS ROLE 

Caretaker 

Wants family to stay 
together no matter what 
the cost, difficulty saying 

“no” 

Fear of being 
abandoned, low sense  

of self 

Keeps up pretense that 
all is well in the family. 

Stress-related illness, 
tolerates mistreatment 

Hero 
Perfect, can’t be wrong.  
Gets positive attention 

for achievements. 

Fear of failing, never 
feels good enough 

Proof to others that the 
family is “good”.  Hero 

enjoys positive attention. 

Over-working, physical 
illness, controlling, 

prideful, not much fun 

Scapegoat 
“Bad”, angry, impulsive.  

Never good enough, 
doesn’t fit in. 

Hurt, rejection, full of 
shame, feels like a loser 

Parents feel connected in 
effort to “fix” the 

scapegoat, who is the 
“bad” child.   

Addiction, legal trouble, 
promiscuity, rage 

Lost Child 

Quiet, easily ignored. 
Prone to learning 

problems, loves animals,  
artistic 

Frozen feelings, difficulty 
expressing feelings, 

lonely 

Family feels “at least we 
don’t have to worry 

about this kid”. 

Doesn’t feel needed, 
doesn’t share opinions, 

risk of depression/
suicide 

Mascot 
Funny, will do anything 
for a laugh.  Cute, but 

immature 

Hides pain with humor, 
scared, feels inadequate 

Brings comic relief to the 
family.  Helps people 

avoid difficult feelings. 

Pain builds, tends to be a 
follower, remains  

immature 
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• They have fewer skills for linking to society. 

• They tend to isolate 
• They have a need to control others. 

B. Family Roles 

C. In unhealthy family systems, the child often receives a shortage of nurturing, which leads to a 
psychological impact 

1. Self-worth is low because parent/guardian is distracted, their behavior is unpredictable. 
Neglect or abuse can occur. 

2. Communication to the child is often indirect, vague, inconsistent, and aggressive. 
• Mixed messages are prominent in dysfunctional families. 

• Requests are indirect; such as, "I wish you would take out the trash" instead of "Please 
take out the trash." 

3. Rules are rigid, inhumane, non-negotiable and do not adapt to child's maturity  level. 
• Three rules are prominent: Don't talk — Don't trust – Don’t feel 

• Other rules that dominate in the addiction affected family are: "Always look happy", 
'"Never show that you are angry, sad, etc." 

4. Linking to society is fearful, blaming and closed.  

D.   Healthy family systems nurture the child. 
1. Self-worth of every family member is high. 
2. Communication is direct, clear, specific, honest and assertive. 
3. Rules are flexible, humane, age appropriate, and adaptive to the child's maturity. 
4. Linking to society is trusting and open. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The healthy family: 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Communicates and listens 

• Affirms and supports one another 
• Teaches respect for others 

• Develops a sense of trust 
• Has a sense of play and humor 

• Exhibits a sense of shared responsibil-
ity 

• Teaches a sense of right and wrong 

• Has a strong sense of family in which 
rituals and traditions abound 

• Has a balanced interaction among 
members 

• Has a shared religious core 
• Respects the privacy of one another 

• Values service to others 
• Fosters table time and conversation 

• Shares leisure time 
• Admits to and seeks help with prob-

lems  
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Children Can Recover 
 

A. The effects of addiction are different for children than for adults. 
1. Adults 

• Have more choices 
• Can choose their mates 

• Can have more mobility in their relationship with the addicted person 
2. Children 

• Do not choose their parents/guardians 
• Cannot enter into or exit from the parent-child relationship 

B. Children need an adult's support to recover. 
1. If left untreated, children in families with addiction are at increased risk for: 

• Developing their own problems with chemical dependency 

• Developing stress-related medical problems that mirror those of the chemical 
dependent 

• Experiencing mental or emotional problems 

• Having thoughts of or attempting and sometimes completing suicide 
• Struggling with developing healthy relationships 

• Enduring a history of verbal, physical, or sexual abuse 
 

 

The entire family needs to experience recovery. Children who live with or have lived 
with parents or family members dealing with active chemical addiction need help and 
support, and the opportunity to begin their own recovery.  If our children have lived 
with people who have been in pain, then our children are probably in pain too.  
Children often do not show it and they certainly don’t talk about it. They may not even 
know how to identify it as pain, it’s just their normal. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ROLE STRENGTHS IN RECOVERY 

Caretaker 
Good at managing multiple tasks at once; empathy, sensitive 

to others, generous 

Hero 
Achievement-oriented, able to acknowledge limits and needs, 

good self-motivator, leadership skills, decisive 

Scapegoat 
Independent, can relate to others who are hurting,  

good counselor, handles anger appropriately 

Lost child Talented, creative, good listener, easy-going 

Mascot 
Good sense of humor learns to experience other feelings as 

well, caring friend, strong empathy 
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How can we help children recover?  What do they need? 
 

Children need to know: 
• They are not alone 

• There are lots of kids living in families like theirs 
• It’s not their fault 

• They deserve help, and there is help for them 
• Addiction is a disease 

• It’s ok to share feelings with a safe person 

• How to appropriately express feelings, including anger 
• Most young people with an addicted parent thrive and do well, and they can too! 

• Everyone in the family gets hurt by addiction 
• Addicted parents or family members can and often do get better, but even if they don’t 

children can still get help to feel better and to be safe 
• Recovery can take a long time – stopping the drinking or drugging is just the beginning 

• Parents may not be able to take care of them sometimes, but there are other trustworthy 
adults who can,  

• and it is healthy to ask for help 
 

Children need to be taught: 
• Problem solving skills 
• Safety, especially identifying safe adults and making a safety plan 

• Communication skills, including the ability to identify and express feelings 
• Ways to build strength and resilience in order to grow strong 

• Relationship skills – ways to build healthy relationship, seek resources and connect to 
other supportive adults and peers 

• Intrapersonal skills such as coping and self-care 
• How to learn skills through hobbies, groups, or other healthy activities 

• How to deal with possible parental/family relapses and associated problems 
Material taken from “Supportive Education for Children of Addicted Parents, published by the 
Department of Health and Human Services, Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services 
Administration, 2005 

 

C. There are specific ways that you can be part of the process of a child’s recovery: 

1. Model recovery yourself — remove yourself from the reaction spiral! 

2. Set an example by breaking the “Don’t Talk, Don’t Trust, Don’t Feel” rules. 

3. Enroll them  in the Caring for Kids program or a similar program (call the local NCADD 
affiliate for specific programs for children in your area) 

4. Learn how to identify and express your own feelings and help children express their 
feelings. 

5. Learn active listening skills and use them. 

6. Learn and teach constructive ways of coping with the "Dr. Jekyl/Mr. Hyde" behaviors. 

7. Learn to be honest with yourself and your children about what is happening in your family. 
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8. Set aside specific time for the family to play together. 

9. Learn to recognize family roles and create an environment where children are free to 
move out of their assumed roles. 

10. Believe that the family can recover even if the addicted person does not. 

11. Continue to attend a 12-step program and/or other support group. 

12. Consider enrolling in family counseling. 
 
 

Session Three -  Tools for your Toolbox: 
1. Do something good for yourself - be ready to share what you did with the class. 

2. Attend a Support Group. 

3. Keep identifying your reactions by using the "Separating The Problem" chart  

4. Reread the information from this session.  

5. Keep working on “A Letter to Addiction” worksheet.  You will be able to share this assignment 
with the group in the next session. 

6. Keep journaling 
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Session 4 
 

Addiction Affects 
You 
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Review of Session Three — Addiction Affects the Family 

• In the family affected by addiction, many needs described in Maslow's “Hierarchy of Needs” are 
not met. 

• The reaction spiral interrupts our ability to meet our own needs and the needs of others. In a 
family, the children are caught in the middle of the reaction spiral. 

• Children adapt to unmet needs by taking on roles. Some of these roles are: Hero, Scapegoat, Lost 
Child and Mascot. 

• There is both an emotional and behavioral impact of addiction on the family. 

• Adult support is critical to children's recovery. 
 

Goals of Session Four 
 

Upon completion of this session, you will be able to: 

• Share how the addiction of your loved one has impacted your life. 

• Identify symptoms of living out of balance. 

• Explain how detachment helps a person/family find balance. 

• Recognize the difference between controlling and caring behavior. 
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I. Sharing our Letters to the Disease.   
 

FEEDBACK GUIDELINES 
 

The sharing of letters to the disease is a difficult assignment. It takes courage, honesty and trust to write 
and then to read these letters aloud. We are privileged to witness the reading of these very personal 
letters. Each individual is given the choice as to whether or not he/she would like to receive feedback 
after reading their letter. To show our respect for this process, here are some ideas for feedback for 
those who have chosen to be recipients. 
 

Some ideas for feedback: 

• Feedback is always supportive and positive. 

• Offering support/ encouragement for those who are struggling 

• Give impressions on how their letter/ feelings/ experiences are similar to yours.  

• Share how the letter may have brought up feelings in you. 

• Share observations of their feelings; sounds like you were really angry/ sad/ frustrated/ tired, etc. 

• Ask questions of the writer: how was it to write; was it harder to write or read; does it feel like 
they got everything out that they needed to? 

 
Some things we do not want to do: 

• We will never ask, “Why?”. 
• We will not offer any negative feedback or criticism. This is a personal process and each 

individual’s process is different.  
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Living Out-of-Balance Checklist 
 

1.    My attention is often focused on solving other people’s problems or relieving their pain. 

2.    I work hard to make sure that other people are happy with me.   

3.    I spend a lot of time and energy trying to change things for other people that they can’t or  
  won’t change for themselves. 

4.    My focus is on protecting others. 

5.    I feel better about myself when I solve a problem for someone else or relieve their pain. 

6.    I have reduced or given up my hobbies/interests in order to be involved in someone else’s  
  hobbies/interests. 

7.    The appearance and behavior of people in close relationship to me is important because I  
  think they are a reflection of me. 

8.    I am seldom aware of how I feel, but usually I feel attuned to how others feel. 

9.    Other people’s needs often take priority over my needs. 

10.    My fears, anger and feelings of rejection often fuel what I say and do. 

11.    My social circle  or activities diminish as I become involved in a close relationship. 

12.    I have compromised my values in order to maintain relationships. 

13.    I respect other’s opinions and way of doing things more than I do my own. 

14. ______ I find myself making excuses for my loved one.   
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Living In-Balance Checklist 
 

1.    I allow myself to feel my feelings and to ask for help. 

2.    I detach with love and respect from my loved one’s behaviors instead of trying to change  
  him/her.  

3.    I am taking care of myself and my needs. 

4.    My focus is on keeping myself safe and healthy both physically and emotionally. 

5.    I let go of fear and a need to control and instead practice acceptance. 

6.    There are times when I think about jumping in to “help”, but rather than acting quickly on   
  this urge, I think it through  and seek support before deciding to act 

7.    I feel able to pursue my own interests/hobbies without guilt or fear. 

8.    I can love my family without participating in their out-of-balance behaviors/actions. 

9.    I recognize that my feelings are important, but I do not allow my feelings to govern my  
  choices.   

10.    When I need to respond to a situation, I take appropriate action rather than reacting with  
  yelling or making threats. 

 
 
 
 
 

Use these checklists to increase your own level of awareness about  
living in-balance versus living out-of-balance. 
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II. Self and Others 
 

 In previous sessions we have looked at how the disease of addiction affects the addicted person 
and those who are close to him/her. We have talked about what happens to communication, self-esteem, 
feelings and behavior in an  environment impacted by addiction.  We have also seen that everyone 
involved develops coping mechanisms such as denial and delusion. Family members play roles such as 
hero, scapegoat, lost child, or mascot and get caught in a reaction spiral which enables the disease to 
progress. 
 

 When we play a role in order to cope with the impact of addiction in our life, we may find that our 
awareness of our own identity apart from this situation diminishes.  We are living out-of-balance, and 
instead of shaping our own lives we find that we are reacting to life based on the opinions, needs or 
reactions of others. There is a story told of an old man, a young boy and a donkey: 

 
 

The man and boy were going to travel into town to sell their produce. So they put their market 
products on the back of the donkey and went down the road. Along the way they overheard 
negative comments about how they were abusing the donkey by forcing it to carry the load. The 
next week when they made the same journey they decided they would better please the 
townspeople if the boy carried the produce. So the old man rode the donkey. However, this time the 
criticism addressed the cruelty of forcing the young boy to walk and carry the heavy burden. When 
they made the trip the following week they decided they could gain favor with their critics by 
allowing the young boy to ride and the old man to carry the load. However, they were jeered for 
abusing the poor old man. So the next time they went to town they left their produce at home and 
carried the donkey. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Moral: When we allow others to dictate or design our behavior and decisions, we lose sight of 
what we really value and desire to accomplish with our lives.   
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III. A Sense of Self: 
 

A. Our self-concept, or “sense of self”, is a collection of beliefs about us which includes elements 
such as our intellectual capabilities, racial/cultural identity, gender roles, sexuality.  Our sense of 
self includes our values, beliefs and morals; it answers the question “Who am I?”.   

B. Having a strong sense of self means that  you face life with confidence  because you believe that 
you can handle any ups and downs that come your way. 

How is our sense of self formed? 

The first relationship we will ever experience is with ourselves, but this relationship is soon shaped by 
the adults around us.  As children, we tend to believe the messages  we receive from parents, 
teachers, coaches and other adults and we work to mold ourselves accordingly in an effort to be seen 
as “good”.  As we grow, we progress through various stages of emotional, social and spiritual 
development and our sense of self naturally evolves as we experience life more completely.   

Any experience which affects us emotionally, socially or spiritually influences our sense of self in 
positive or negative ways.  The end of a romantic relationship might either reaffirm the importance of 
being true to oneself, or it could cause us to question whether we are attractive or interesting 
enough.   Being passed over for a promotion might prompt us to work extra hours because we seek 
this reward as evidence of our worth, or it might be reason to reflect on whether your true value is 
being recognized by your current employer.  If someone calls us names or puts us down, we might tell 
ourselves that this person is not kind and their comments do not reflect who we know ourselves to 
be, or we might wonder if they are right or we might try to convince them otherwise or prove them 
wrong. 
 

The past messages and experiences which shaped our current sense of self cannot be  
changed, but at any point in our lives we can change the way we choose to interpret these 
past experiences  in order to move forward with a more confident, balanced sense of  
ourselves. 
 

Characteristics of a challenged Sense of Self include distorted thinking, 
painful feelings and attempts to control situations or other people:  

 

1. Distorted thinking: 

• “I am responsible for his/her feelings, thoughts, actions, choices, and well-being." 

• "He/she causes my feelings - both pleasant and unpleasant." 

• "I need to always be productive, I'm too busy to have fun and relax." 

• "It is shameful and a sign of failure to admit I have problems." 

• "Really caring about someone means doing everything possible to take care of him/her." 

• "If I just 'hang in there' things will be better tomorrow." 

• "If I'm honest about my feelings, I will be abandoned." 

• "If I just try harder, he/she will feel better, act better, be better." 

• "My situation is impossible and hopeless. I am trapped; I have no choices." 
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2. Painful feelings: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

        
 
 
 

 

3. Care-taking behavior / Attempts to control situations or other people 

• Giving unwanted help, unsolicited advice and trying to fix other people's feelings. 

• Saying "yes" when you want to say "no", doing more than your fair share of work and 
doing things other people could do for themselves. 

• Losing sleep; worrying over problems and other people's behavior. 

• Neglecting your plans and responsibilities due to concentrating on other’s responsibilities. 

• Becoming workaholics, spending money compulsively, overeating or under-eating and 
getting sick. 

• Tolerating intolerable behavior in order to prove you are good enough to be loved. 

• Making excuses, covering for people and trusting untrustworthy people 

• Crying a lot, or never crying. 

• Giving or withholding money with the intent of changing someone else’s behaviors. 

• Having difficulty receiving gifts, favors, compliments 

• Feeling bored, empty or worthless if you aren’t experiencing a crisis, a problem to solve or 
someone to help. 

• Frequently over-committing yourself, then feel harried and pressured. 

• Feeling angry, victimized, unappreciated and used. 
 

V. Without a strong Sense of Self, we experience: 

1. Confusion about what is normal and healthy behavior. 

2. Difficulty in completing a project or not recognizing when too much has been done. 

3. Difficulty relaxing and having fun. 

4. Judging self harshly. 

5. Low self-esteem. 

6. Difficulty developing or sustaining meaningful relationships. 

• Guilt 

• Anger 
• Rage 

• Depressed 
• Worthless / Unappreciated 

• Resentful 
• Tired 

• Responsible 
• Afraid 

• Anxious / Worried 

• Confused 

• Crazy 
• Isolated 

• Rejected 
• Threatened 

• Controlled 
• Trapped 

• Helpless 
• Hopeless 

• Numb 
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7. A persistent need for approval and affirmation 

8. A tendency to isolate from others because we see our situation as so unique that no one could 
understand it. 

9. Lack of self-confidence in making decisions . 

10. Frozen feelings -  unable to recognize, identify, or describe emotions. 

11. A tendency to respond impulsively and see only one possible solution to a situation. 

12. Eating disorders, obsessive compulsions such as ultra-cleanliness. 

13. Becoming addicted to substances, behaviors or possessions. 

14. Confusion between love and pity, caring and caretaking, helping and enabling. 

15. Feeling physically, emotionally, spiritually, and socially bankrupt. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

VI. Developing a strong Sense of Self 
 

Having a strong sense of oneself is not the same as being self-centered or conceited.  What it means is 
that you no longer look to someone else to define you, direct you or approve of you .  You  recognize 
that you are responsible for yourself and that the actions of others are not your fault.  You value your 
thoughts and feelings and have a clear sense of your beliefs, needs and interests. 
 
A. Practice affirmations 
 
B.   Create a self-inventory.  Start to identify your needs, your goals, your values, and your limits.  This 
 will take time to complete, and you may find that these things change as your recovery 
 progresses. 

 
B. Learn to detach with love and respect. 

 
C. Develop understanding of the difference between caring and care taking. Remember that 

caretaking is simply caring  in an out-of-balance way.  Bringing your caring back into balance will 
feel awkward and may be stressful at first, but making this distinction is important and in time it 
will get easier.   
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D. "Easy Does It." Make a conscious effort to remember, "When I try to control what I cannot 
control, I lose control of what I can control." 

 
E. Get involved in a hobby or activity that is just for you. 

 

VII.      Characteristics of a strong Sense of Self 

 
       1.    Ability to self-soothe 
 Rather than lashing out in anger or fear, we are able to calm ourselves .  Finding our center allows 
 us to respond, rather than react,  to the situation.  Having a strong sense of self does not mean 
 that we never engage in an argument or experience emotional pain; it simply means that a 
 person with a strong sense of self will respond differently.   
 
       2.   Making important choices without the need for reassurance and approval from others 
 People with a strong sense of self welcome support  but do not rely upon others for approval, 
 because they take full responsibility for their decisions.  When their choices are met with 
 disapproval, they are still able to act with love and understanding rather than out of bitterness or 
 revenge. 
 
       3.    Setting and maintaining boundaries on your time, energy and resources 
 A strong sense of self allows you to look at requests objectively and set boundaries with kindness.  
 You feel ok saying, “no”.  Rather than expect others to determine what is a reasonable request of 
 your time/resources,  you make this decision based on the value you place on your own time and 
 energy.   
 
       4.   Keeping promises to yourself 
 Each time you break a promise to yourself, you lose trust in yourself.  Conversely, every time you 
 keep a promise to yourself, you become more sure of the value of your word. 
 
       5.   Pursuit of interests/hobbies outside of your relationship with your loved one 
 Exercising your creativity and stepping outside of  your comfort zone is a brave and exciting 
 venture.  People with a strong sense of self place importance on exploring their evolving interests. 
 
       6. Resilience in the face of insults 
 You do not have to react to criticism with hurt, fear or defensiveness.  When you are comfortable 
 with who you are, you do not depend on others’ words to define you and are not subject to the 
 highs of a compliment or the lows of being criticized.  You consider either type of feedback in light 
 of what you know about yourself and can judge their accuracy accordingly. 
    
       7. Living your Authentic Self 
 Being “right” or  worrying about how you think you “should” act isn’t as important to someone 
 with a strong sense of self as it is to be real and respond in a way that feels natural.  Responding 
 to situations in a way that is true to yourself, without fear of your emotions or the reactions of 
 others, is what it means to live authentically.   
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Authenticity is a daily practice. 

 

 Choosing authenticity means:  cultivating the courage to be emotionally 

honest, to set boundaries, and to allow ourselves to be vulnerable; exercising the 

compassion that comes from knowing that we are all made of strength and struggle 

and connected to each other through a loving and resilient human spirit; nurturing the 

connection and sense of belonging that can only happen when we let go of what 

we are supposed to be and embrace who we are. 

 

Authenticity demands wholehearted living and loving — even when it’s hard, even 

when we’re wrestling with the shame and fear of not being good enough, and especially 
when the joy is so intense that we’re afraid to let ourselves feel it. 

 

Mindfully practicing authenticity during our most soul-searching struggles is how we 

invite grace, joy and gratitude into our lives.  

 

      ~ Brené Brown, Ph.D. 
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Session Four -  Tools for your Toolbox: 
 

• Do something good for yourself. 

• Attend a support group. 

• Identify your reactions by using the “Separating the Problem” chart. 

• Review the Living In-Balance and Living Out-of-Balance Checklists 

• Keep journaling. 

 

 
 
 

REMEMBER — Your recovery does not 
depend on your loved one’s recovery. 

 
THERE IS HOPE!  YOU HAVE CHOICES! 
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Session 5 
 

You Have Choices 
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Review of Session Four – What’s in Your Toolbox? 
 

• Our Sense of Self is the collection of beliefs we hold about ourselves which include elements such 
as our racial/cultural identity, gender roles, intellectual abilities, values and morals.  Having a 
strong sense of self means you feel confident to face whatever life brings. 

• Without a strong Sense of Self, we are prone to Living Out-of-Balance. 

• Characteristics of a challenged Sense of Self include distorted thinking, painful feelings and 
attempts to control situations or other people. 

• Developing a strong Sense of Self means that we recognize that we are responsible for ourselves 
and that the actions of others are not our fault.  Action steps such as practicing affirmations, 
detaching with love and respect, and taking a self-inventory can help us strengthen our Sense of 
Self. 

• Characteristics of a strong Sense of Self include keeping promises to ourselves, pursuing interests 
outside of the relationship with our loved one, setting and maintaining boundaries and living our 
authentic self.   

 

Goals of Session Five 
 

• Understand the difference between taking action and reacting. 

• Begin to learn how the S.O.C.S. formula helps you evaluate choices. 

• Discover that the grieving process is part of recovery. 

• Begin to develop your Personal Recovery Plan. 
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I. Recognizing Choices 
 

In the last session we began talking about making different choices in order to start living in 
balance.  In this session we are going to examine the process of  identifying the choices available 
to us so that we can expand our options for dealing with challenging situations. 
 
The potential benefits of actively seeking out alternative responses to challenges we face is 
illustrated by the following story: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

There was a man who dreamed of making his fortune by farming.  He purchased land in Texas 
and year after year planted crops, only to have them repeatedly fail.  Yet he continued to 
pursue his dream and continued to plant crops which failed each year. Although he gave his life 
to this goal and was dedicated and committed to the idea of becoming wealthy from his 
efforts, he died a pauper.  After his death, the land was sold by his children. The person who 
bought the land immediately drilled for oil and struck the richest oil field in the country. Wealth 
and fortune had been available all the while, it just needed to be sought in a different way. 
 

 

 
When we are living out-of-balance, we can get stuck in patterns of doing the same thing over 
and over expecting the outcome to improve.  Since our focus is on the feelings and needs of 
our loved one and our sense of self is so closely tied to their success or failure, we are more 
likely to feel frustrated, worn out and helpless than to feel empowered to create new choices 
and consider new options for coping.   But, like the air we breathe, options exist even though 
we may not be able to see them. 
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II. Making Choices 
 

A. Recognizing our options empowers us to make change.  In order to exercise our power of 
choice, we need to first recognize that we have options.  People feel trapped when they 
cannot see their choices. 

B. Options allow us to replace feeling trapped with feeling empowered to make different choices. 

• Just because we feel trapped doesn’t mean that we are trapped.  Our feelings are not 
facts. 

• Our feelings matter, but we do not have to make choices based on our feelings alone. 
  

C.   Consider these choices that are available to you today: 

1. You can act rather than react. 

• Plan and follow through on family fun activities whether or not the addicted person 
participates. 

• Attend support groups whether or not the addicted person attends recovery meetings. 

2. You can accept responsibility for yourself instead of blaming others. 

• Make arrangements to protect yourself and significant others 

• Plan a “safe place” if there is potential for violence 

• If necessary or needed, consult a lawyer about your rights 

• Consider starting the process to become financially independent 

3. You can use honest, loving language instead of shaming language. 

• Clearly and calmly state facts; detach from reactions. 

• Refuse to accept inappropriate actions or behaviors from anyone. 

• Follow through with declared consequences. 

4. You can intervene instead of enabling. Recognize that an intervention is any interruption in 
the reaction spiral. 

• It may be a passive intervention, like choosing to take a walk instead of getting into a 
heated argument. 

• It may be an active intervention which is facilitated by a professional counselor. 

• View any crisis situation as an opportunity instead of a problem.  Allowing your loved 
one to experience the natural consequences of their choices may become their 
motivation to seek help.   

• Do not hold up family and social events or make excuses to family, friends or 
employers. 

• Do not ride with a drinking/using driver. 

• Do not pay their bills 

• Be mindful that implementation of intervention strategies may cause negative 
consequences for you.  Be aware and be prepared. 
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Some thoughts about the power of choice: 
 
“In the long run, we shape our lives, and we shape ourselves. And the choices we make are 
ultimately our own responsibility.” ~Eleanor Roosevelt 
 
“…to choose well, you must know who you are and what you stand for, where you want to 
go and why you want to get there.” ~Kofi Annan  
 
“When you have to make a choice and don’t make it, that is in itself a choice.” ~William 
James  
 
“When making a decision, focus on what feels “shackles off” versus “shackles on.”  
 
~Martha Beck, author and Life Coach 
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III. Clarifying options    
 

A. Choices are made based on a thorough examination of your options.  The more options you 
can identify and investigate, the greater the power you will have over your life.  The more 
thought you give to your options, the greater the responsibility you accept for your own 
behavior. 

 

B. The S.O.C.S. formula helps identify, clarify, and evaluate our options. Exploring options 
gives you an opportunity to gather your thoughts and process your objectives.  It gives 
you time to work through feelings and assess the situation more thoroughly.  Once our 
options have been explored and a solution chosen, we are empowered to take action.  

 

1. S = Situation 

• What is the problem? Identify and define a specific situation. 

• Gather all the information possible about the problem. 
 

2. O = Option 

• What are all the different things you can do? Make a list of all the various possibilities.  
 

  This is a "brainstorming" activity. It is not even necessary for the possibilities to be logical 
  or feasible at this point.  Think outside of the box and try not to limit or judge the ideas that 
  come to mind. 

 

3. C = Consequences 

• Write out your prediction of the consequences for each of the options listed.  It is 
important to include both positive and negative consequences for each option. 

• Evaluate other factors that will contribute to the consequences such as: 

 

 

 

 

 
 

4. S = Solution 

• After weighing the consequences from all the options, select a solution to the problem. 
There may be more than one solution. 

• Prioritize the solutions. 

• Evaluate and repeat the S.O.C.S. process if necessary. The greater the risk of 
repercussion, the more time needs to be spent on investigation, evaluation and 
clarification. (For example filing for divorce would require far more processing than 
deciding not to attend a neighborhood party where your family member is likely to get 
drunk.) 

 Value system 

 Attitudes 

 Risk involved 

 Habits 

 Feelings 

 Pressures from extended family, 
friends, co-workers 

 Financial repercussions 
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C. Practice working through the S.O.C.S. formula step-by-step using a specific situation: 

1. S = Situation 

• When my sister comes to family gatherings she gets drunk and behaves 
inappropriately in front of my children. 

2. O = Options (Remember, this phase is brainstorming. The ideas do not have to be 
logical.) 

• I could refuse to go to any family gathering where my sister will be present. 

• I could take the alcohol away from her and throw it away. 

• I could call her husband and tell him not to let her drink before or during the gathering. 

• I could lock myself and the kids in my parents' back bedroom when she starts getting 
drunk. 

• I could tell my family I will leave any family gathering if my sister arrives drunk or 
begins drinking when she gets there. 

3. C = Consequences (Remember, these need to be positive as well as negative.) 

• If I refuse to go to family gatherings: 

 Positive: My children and I will avoid the problem.  

 Negative: I'll miss special times with my parents and other family members. 
 

• If I throw the alcohol away: 
 Positive: My sister's level of drunkenness will be limited.  
 Negative: My sister will explode and make a terrible scene, I'll be the "bad guy." 

 

• If I call my sister's husband: 
 Positive: It will give me help in trying to control the problem.  
 Negative: He'll be angry at me because he doesn't think she has a problem. 

 

• If I lock myself and my children in the bedroom: 
 Positive: The children will not see the disgusting behavior.  
 Negative: We will miss out on the family fellowship and my children will be 

confused. 
 

• If I tell my family about the rules: 
 Positive: I can maintain contact with my family and sister, yet avoid her 

inappropriate behavior. 
 Negative: The family may get mad at me and call me a trouble maker. 

 

4. S = Solution 
• The options and consequences are evaluated, and a choice is made. 

• Each person's decision is unique, each person makes their choice based on their own 
value system. 

• Another choice can be used at another time if the first one does not work. 

• Any time you make these changes you experience loss which will begin the grief 
process.  
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Worksheet for SOCS Formula 

 
S = Situation (What is the Problem?) 

  

  

  

 
O = Options (What can you do?) 

  

  

  

  

 

C = Consequences (What can happen?- List at least one positive and one negative consequence for each 
option.) 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

S = Solution (Which do you choose?) 
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Worksheet for SOCS Formula 

 
S = Situation (What is the Problem?) 

  

  

  

 
O = Options (What can you do?) 

  

  

  

  

 

C = Consequences (What can happen?- List at least one positive and one negative consequence for each 
option.) 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

S = Solution (Which do you choose?) 
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REMEMBER THE THREE C’S: 
I didn’t cause it 

I can’t control it 
I can’t cure it 

 
One fear we face as family members is the unknown.  We worry that if we don’t continue to rescue, try to 
control or try to cure our loved one, we don’t know what the outcome might be, and that keeps us 
“stuck” in cycle of addiction.  We are so focused on our loved one that we don’t realize we have become 
part of the problem.  When we begin to detach, we begin to be able to reconnect with ourselves, and we 
begin to become part of the solution. 
 

DETACHMENT….WITH LOVE 
 

(Particularly as applied to addiction) 
Courtesy of Neil Uptegrove 

Written for the Little Hill Foundation, Inc. Operating Little Hill-Alina Lodge 
 

Detachment means separating the personality you love from the disease you despise.  It means accepting 
the afflicted one unconditionally as an individual of worth and dignity, while steadfastly rejecting the de-
structive influences of alcoholism on yourself and on the family members in your care. 

 

Detachment means caring enough to relinquish your fantasies and fictions to accept the full reality of the 
alcoholic condition, and the reality of yourself as well. 

 

Detachment means foreswearing anger, resentment, fear, recrimination, self-justification, false pride, 
self-condemnation and self-pity, so that decisions can be made and actions taken dispassionately, in 
loving wisdom and with calm resolve. 

 

Detachment is a course of constructive independence, not a license for retaliatory self-indulgence.  It is 
an assertion of your human rights, not a usurpation of those of the alcoholic.  It is a tool for serenity, not 
a weapon for retribution. 

 

Detachment means being 
• objective, but not indifferent 

• flexible, but not indecisive 

• firm, but not hard 
• wise, but not clever 

• patient, but not resigned 
• strong, but not overbearing 

• resolute, but not stubborn 
• compassionate, but not indulgent 
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Detachment is profound love, wrapped in understanding and bound by courage, helping you to live with 
serenity and fulfillment in spite of the environment, and in constant readiness for the alcoholic’s decision 
for sobriety…even without its expectation.     
 
 
 

Detachment can be illustrated in the following example- A couple walks hand in hand across a field. One 
person falls into a very deep hole. If the other individual is codependent he/she will jump into the hole to 
help the first one out. If the person with their feet on the ground is in recovery he/she will be emotionally 
detached enough from the situation to go get the proper equipment and support needed to assist the 
first. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Detachment is respecting the other person's right to take responsibility for the consequences of his/her 
own decisions and actions, and learn from the experience.  It is acknowledging that we cannot solve 
problems that are not ours to solve, and that worrying does not help. 
 

Detachment does not mean that we stop caring for the other person.  
 
Detachment is not detaching from the person we care about, but from the agony of involvement.  It is 
not a cold, hostile withdrawal from the person or a severing of the relationship. 
 
Detachment means we now have the opportunity to focus mental, physical and spiritual energy on 
ourselves.  The rewards of detachment are great: serenity, a deep sense of peace, the ability to give and 
receive love in self-enhancing ways, and the freedom to find real solutions to our problems. 
 
Detachment means we recognize what we can change and what we cannot change.  We relinquish 
regrets over the past and fears about the future.    
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Many people in support groups use the "Serenity Prayer" and find it helpful: 
 

“God grant me (or “I seek”) the serenity to accept the things I cannot 
change, the courage to change the things I can, and the wisdom to 
know the difference.” 

 
The Serenity Prayer is the perfect recipe for detachment.  We are encouraged to accept what we cannot 
change in other people, places and things, and to recognize what we can change in ourselves.  What does 
it take to do this?  Wisdom and courage. What is the result?  Serenity.  When we detach with love, we 
move our focus off the alcoholic/addict and place it onto ourselves.  By focusing on ourselves, we reclaim 
our power to make meaningful choices about what we will do and what we don’t do.  This shift in our 
thinking and our actions will impact the world around us.  Our life becomes manageable, and we find 
peace.                       (“Love First”, by Jeff Jay and Debra Jay, 2008) 

 

 

V. The Grieving Process 
 
Any change involves loss.  Loss of any kind involves grief.  When we experience loss, we move through 
the stages of the grief process that Elisabeth Kubler-Ross discussed in “On Death and Dying”. A clear 
understanding of the grieving process and how it affects the addiction process is important because if we 
do not work through the process, repressed emotions may manifest in psychosomatic illness or unhealthy 
behaviors.   
 

 

Kubler-Ross’ stages of the grieving process as they relate to a loved one’s 
addiction: 

 

• Denial – “This can’t be happening to me/our family.  I can fix this.”. We aren’t prepared to 
acknowledge the extent of the hurt/loss that we are experiencing.   

• Anger – “Why is this happening to me/my family?  This isn’t fair.  We don’t deserve this.”  We are 
angry about the pain and fear we are experiencing, and we are looking for someone or something 
to blame. 

• Bargaining – “If you’ll stop using drugs I’ll pay off your rent”.  We cling to the hope that we can 
“fix” this situation if are more helpful, more vigilant, more in control.   

• Depression – “Nothing I’m doing is making things better.”  We feel powerless, helpless and may 
experience deep sadness as we realize that our loved one’s addiction is not something we can 
control. 

• Acceptance – “This is not something I can fix”.  Acceptance does not mean that we like what is 
happening, just that we accept that it is.  Accepting the reality of our situation and seeking 
support is part of the recovery process. 
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In her book, “The Grief Club”, Melody Beattie proposes approaching grief as a transformational process.  
She describes it as “moving through the time that starts when something happens that turns our world 
upside down and we lose our old normal, until the new normal begins.” 

 

When we first begin moving through the grief process we can feel totally overwhelmed.  It is normal to 
feel alone and to feel like we are the only one who has ever felt this way.  We yearn for life to return to 
normal, and slowly we begin to realize life will never be the same.  This is when we begin moving towards 
our new normal. 

 

Avoiding our grief can lead to problems down the road.  We have to move through the grief and feel the 
feelings because these feelings won’t just go away unless they are addressed.  Grief is not a pleasant 
experience, but it can be a growth opportunity, a process of transformation that will ultimately lead us to 
a healthy place.  Grieving is a valuable and necessary part of our recovery. 

 
 

VI. Affirmation  
 

As we work to identify the need for change and develop a plan to begin making new choices, we must 
remember that change must occur not only in our behaviors but also in our thinking.  Changing our 
perceptions of our self, others and the world around us is possible, but it requires patience and intention.   

Part of our recovery process  is  to begin allowing affirmative ideas, feelings and thoughts to replace the 
negative, to change what we say and believe so that we can actually begin to change the way we live.   

If we have been surrounded by negative ideas for a long time, replacing those thoughts and feelings with 
positive alternatives can take time, but it’s worth the effort.  Our old thought patterns may pop up 
unexpectedly on occasion, but if we continue to return to our positive affirmations we will see our new 
belief system begin to take root in our lives.  Be gentle with yourself and be patient.     
 

What is an affirmation? 

An affirmation is a short, powerful statement that express something we believe (or want to believe) is 
true.  Affirmations are you taking control of your conscious thoughts.   Affirmations are closely tied to 
empowerment and  sustaining a sense of hope.  Some examples of affirmations include:   

• “I can take responsibility for my life.”,  

• “I am loveable”, or  

• “My needs are important”.   

 

Using affirmations is not a way to ignore or deny real problems. Affirmations won’t eliminate the 
problems we face, but as we identify challenges our affirmations will help solve them.  Using affirmations 
in conjunction with the Serenity Prayer helps us learn to “let go” of things beyond our control so that our 
energy and attention can be focused on things that we can change. 
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VII. Introduction to Your Personal Recovery Plan 
 
Congratulations on the progress you have made in your recovery in such a short time!  Now you are ready 
to develop a plan for continuing your recovery process and taking care of yourself after How to Cope is 
over.   
 
When a person enters treatment for addiction, he/she works to develop a “Relapse Prevention Plan”.  
This plan identifies the people, places, situations and related feelings that are most likely to trigger a 
desire to use, and also identifies the supports and coping strategies they have in mind for dealing with 
these triggers.  
 
It is very easy to slide into our old ways of thinking and acting.   Consider the steps you take to get 
dressed in the morning.  You are probably able to change clothes, brush your hair, etc while also thinking 
about other things because you have developed a routine—a familiar way of doing things that now 
happens out of habit.  Let’s say you decided that from now on you were going to get ready in a 
completely new way.   Odds are very good that, unless you paid close attention to each step of the 
process, you would find yourself slipping right back into your old routine.  We are creatures of habit, but 
with conscious effort we can create new ways doing of things. 
 
This is your opportunity to create your own Personal Recovery Plan to support the changes you are 
putting into place and to help you avoid slipping into the out-of-balance living that has become so 
familiar.  You have come a long way already, and your Personal Recovery Plan will help keep you on track 
to enjoy a healthy and balanced life. 
 

Session Five -  Tools for your Toolbox: 
 

• Do something good for yourself. 

• Attend a support group meeting. 

• Continue using S.O.C.S. 

• Work on developing your Personal Recovery Plan before the next session.  We will have time to share 
our plans and exchange ideas.  Don’t worry about creating a “perfect” plan—just like any of us, this 
plan will be a work in progress! 
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Session 6 
 

You Can Make 
Decisions 
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Review of Session Five – You Have Choices: 
 

Recognizing that we have choices gives us the power to create change in our life. 
 

You can choose to: 

• Respond rather than re-act 

• Accept responsibility for your actions and reactions 

• Base your choices on a thorough examination of options 

• Learn to detach with love and respect 

• Let yourself grieve 

• Use affirmations to strengthen your sense of self and hope for the future 

 

Whether or not your loved one gets well, YOU can choose to get well! 
 
 

Goals of Session Six: 
 

Upon completion of this session, you will: 

• Be able to identify the specific behavior changes you want to make or are willing to make 

• Learn how to develop and begin setting personal boundaries 

• Begin to make decisions on how you will “intervene” on yourself – change you will make in your 
own behavior 

• Be able to choose to take positive action by recognizing your feelings and not letting them drive 
your reaction to another’s behavior 
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IF YOU WANT TO CONSIDER INTERVENTION 

 

Intervention is an interruption in the addiction process.  Intervention is an opportunity for family 
members to express concern for their loved one by offering examples of the many ways their lives have 
been impacted by this disease.  It’s an opportunity for the family to step outside their fear and anger, and 
only present concerns.  The family cannot force their loved one to change, but they can be agents of 
change by offering hope that there is a way out of the addiction cycle. 
 

The family may choose to come together as a team to compassionately talk with their loved one in an 
atmosphere of love and caring concern.  The family can also choose to be professionally guided by a 
trained intervention counselor who will meet with them to develop a plan of action and will facilitate the 
intervention meeting. 
 

Decisions involve action 
In Session Five we began exploring options, which is primarily an intellectual step.  While it is the 
foundation for action, it is not an action.  Once we have identified our options, it is time to make a choice 
and take action. 

 

Decisions involve evaluation.  You may try one approach and come to the conclusion that you need to re-
examine your choices and make a new decision.  This re-examination may involve: 
 

• Repeating the S.O.C.S. formula to identify more options 

• Discussing the situation with your 12-step sponsor 

• Seeking feedback from a counselor, mentor or trusted friend 
 
 

You can choose to change yourself 
 

You have control over your own reactions 

1. Look at the “Separating the Problem” worksheets you have completed over the past few weeks.  
Reflecting on these situations may provide insight about the reaction spiral involving you and your 
loved one.   We will talk about ways to expand the “Separating the Problem” worksheet in order 
to  increase the effectiveness of this tool and gain greater insight into your choices. 

2. When you observe Dr. Jekyl/Mr. Hyde behavior in your loved one, consider the Wall of Defenses 
we discussed in Session One.  Recognize the feelings you are experiencing in response to the 
behavior of your loved one, but remember that your feelings do not have to dictate your actions. 

3. Continue to practice detachment with love and respect.  In the early stages of change, you may 
notice that you sometimes react with out-of-balance behaviors.  Be honest with yourself about 
this so that you may later consider alternatives for coping with this situation in the future.   
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Expanding the Separating the Problem worksheet 
 

• Even though your thinking and actions may not change immediately, recognizing patterns in your 
behavior will help you create more effective interventions for yourself.   

• Changing your own behavior is a form of intervention on the addicted person  as well because you 
are interrupting the reaction spiral which enabled the progression of the disease 

 

How to use the expanded worksheet: 
• Record a specific example of the addicted person’s Dr. Jekyl/Mr. Hyde behavior  
   (ex/ “My spouse yells at me because they forgot an appointment”) 
• Record your own reactions  
  (ex/ “What am I, your alarm clock?”) 
• Record the feelings you have experienced  
  (ex/ guilt, shame, anger, etc) 
• Record a truthful statement about the situation and identify what you would liked to have done 

  (ex/ “When I am blamed for something that I’m not responsible for, I feel angry.  I can  
  choose to detach.”). 

• Record the reason why you did not say or do what you wanted to do. 
  (ex/  “I’m tired and I have a lot to get done today”) 
• Record a positive action you can choose to take  
  (ex/  “I hear you are upset about missing your appointment, but I have decided not to  
  accept responsibility for your behaviors.”). 

 

This worksheet can become a daily journal – a tool for changing your personal behavior, 
giving you insight into your thought patterns and feelings by helping you to honestly 
examine your level of engagement in the reaction spiral.  Taking responsibility for your 
actions will strengthen your sense of self and empower you to choose new behaviors. 
 
Establishing Boundaries 
 

Setting clear personal boundaries ensures that the relationships we surround ourselves with are mutually 
respectful, supportive and caring. Our boundaries set the limits for acceptable behavior from those 
around us.  Boundaries are a measure of self-esteem. 
 
Unclear or inconsistent boundaries set us up to be taken for granted or mistreated.  Clear, consistent 
boundaries demonstrate healthy self-respect and show you deserve to be treated well. 
 
There are several types of boundaries.  Here are some examples: 

• Physical boundaries relate to your personal space, body and need for privacy.  Do you like hugs?  
Handshakes?  How do you feel about locked doors?  Loud music? 

• Mental boundaries apply to your thoughts, beliefs and values.  Can you hold onto your opinions or 
are you easily swayed?  Can you listen to another point of view without becoming defensive or 
argumentative? 
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• Emotional Boundaries separate your feelings and responsibility for them from someone else’s.  
Healthy emotional boundaries keep you from giving unsolicited advice, blaming, or feeling guilty 
for someone else’s negative feelings or problems. 

• Material Boundaries have to do with how you handle your possessions.  Do you lend money?  
Books?  Clothes?  Jewelry?   

• Sexual Boundaries protect your comfort with sexual touch and sexual activity.   

• Spiritual Boundaries relate to your beliefs and experiences with spirituality and/or religion. 
 
If our boundaries were not valued in our childhood, we didn’t learn that we had a right to them.  For 
example, if your brother continued to tickle you  even when you  clearly were not enjoying it, you may 
have learned that you do not have a right to ask someone to stop doing something that makes you feel 
uncomfortable or unsafe.   If we have derived self-esteem from pleasing others, saying “no” may be very 
difficult — sometimes we will hear ourselves saying “yes” when inside we are screaming “no” because 
our fear of offending or disappointing others causes us to disregard our own need for respect and safety. 
 
Boundaries are not meant to punish or hurt someone else, they are designed to safeguard your well-
being and safety.  If your boundary is set in anger or by nagging, your boundary will most likely be 
ignored.  If you are inconsistent in maintaining the boundary you set, people will not take your boundary 
seriously. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Guidelines for setting a boundary: 

• Reinforce boundaries with actions 

• Be direct and firm and state your boundary clearly 
• There is no need to defend or debate your boundary 

• When first learning to set boundaries, have support available 
• Stick to the limit you’ve set — stay strong! 

 
Setting boundaries is not selfish.  It is an act of self-love which strengthens our sense of self and promotes 
healthy, living.  It takes time and support to learn to set and maintain boundaries, especially if we are not 
used to being our own top priority.  But living with well-established boundaries will make life easier, as 
people learn that we will not tolerate being mistreated. 
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In order for boundary-setting to be successful, we must be aware of our beliefs, feelings, needs and 
limits.  We need to be comfortable naming our strengths and abilities and to feel confident that we 
deserve the protection that our boundaries will provide.    Challenge yourself to answer the following 
questions: 
 
What makes me happy? 
 
 
 
 
I’m proud that I’m able to: 
 
 
 
 
My best qualities are: 
 
 
 
 
 
What are some challenges that I have overcome? 
 
 
 
 
 
What have I achieved?  What are my successes? 
 
 
 
 
 
What do other people say that they like about me? 
 
 
 
 
 
How would someone who cares about me describe me? 
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Point of 

recognition: 

"Something 

needs to 

change." 

 
 

Stages of Change - Based on Prochaska and DiClemente’s Stages of Change Model 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pre-contemplation = No problem behavior is acknowledged.  No reason for change. 
 
Contemplation = Acknowledging that there is a problem but struggling with ambivalence; considering the 
pros/cons, barriers and benefits of change. 
 
Preparation = Taking steps, getting ready for change. 
 
Action = Making change and living the new behaviors with focused effort 
 
Maintenance = The behavior change is now integrated into the person’s life 
 
 
**Change is a non-linear process that sometimes involves taking a step back before moving forward. 

Pre-contemplation 

Contemplation 

Preparation 

Action 

Maintenance 
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Session Six -  Tools for your Toolbox: 

• Do something good for yourself 

• Attend a support group meeting. 

• Review your Personal Recovery Plan and prepare to discuss it during the next session. 

• Take time to think about your boundary goals and how this relates to your recovery plan. 

• Continue to journal or write down your feelings with regard to specific situations. 
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Session 7 
 

You Really  
Can Cope 
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Review of Session Six— You Can Make Choices. 

• Making decisions means choosing an option and taking action. 

• Discussing options with a 12-step sponsor, a trusted friend, a counselor, or other professional with 
a background or understanding of addictions can be helpful. 

• You can choose to change yourself whether or not the addicted person seeks help. 

• The Separating the Problem worksheet can be expanded to help you examine your own reactive 
behavior and identify your preferred responses to difficult situations. 

• While you need to recognize your feelings, you can choose to not let them determine your 
reaction to the challenging behavior of your loved one. 

• Change is not a linear process and change takes time. 

• Setting boundaries reflects self-esteem and affirms that you  are deserving of consideration and 
respect. 

 

Goals of Session Seven 
 

Upon completion of this session, you will: 
• Be aware of the information, resources, and recovery tools available to you. 
• Be able to commit to a plan for bringing balance into your own life. 
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Our final session will focus on summarizing the information, tools, and 
techniques you have learned in the How to Cope class. Remember, you 
deserve a healthy, hopeful life. You cannot change the person whose 
addiction is affecting your life; but, you can change the way you respond to 
that situation. 
 
 

I. You Have Information 
A. You have learned facts about the disease of addiction. 

1. Addiction is a life threatening, primary, chronic, progressive, treatable, but not curable, 
disease which impacts people physically, emotionally, spiritually and socially. 

2. “You didn’t cause it” 
“You can’t control it” 
“You can’t cure it” 

 

B. You have learned about the effects of addiction. 

1. People in close relationship to someone addicted to substances are affected by the 
addiction. 

• Communication is controlled by rules: "Don't talk. Don't trust – Don’t feel” 

• Children and others adapt to the unpredictable relationships by taking on rigid roles: 
Hero, Scapegoat, Mascot, and Lost Child. 

2. People living out-of-balance get caught in a reaction spiral. 

3. The reaction spiral can be broken. 

4. The addicted person can recover. 

5. The family can recover — whether or not the addicted person chooses to recover. 

• Recovery for the family includes realizing family members have the power to take 
control of their own lives. 

• Recovery for the family includes acknowledging and claiming their own self worth 
 
 

II. You Have the Power to Make New Choices 
 

1. The S.O.C.S. tool is helpful for clarifying options for coping. 
2. Detaching with love allows us to have the mental, physical and spiritual energy to heal 

ourselves 
3. Any change involves loss.  Allowing ourselves to acknowledge and address our grieve is a 

vital component of healing. 
4. Affirmations and boundary-setting will strengthen our sense of self 
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III. You Have Resources  
A. Support Groups 

B. 12-step sponsor 

C. Counselor/counseling group 

D. Trusted friends 

E. Community resources: 

• First Call Alcohol/Drug Prevention & Recovery 

• Other professional advisors who understand addiction as a disease and the impact of 
addiction on the family system. 

F. This How to Cope workbook, including the resources (books, websites, etc) listed in the 
bibliography at the end of this book. 

 

IV. You Have Tools 
A. Detachment - allows me to care for another, but not suffer the pain that they need to 

experience. 

B. S.O.C.S. 

C. Situational interventions on an ongoing basis 

D. Your Personal Recovery Plan— which can include all of the following areas of living 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Higher 

Power 

Family 

Friendships 

Spiritual 

Physical Social 

Vocational 

Intellectual 

Recreational 
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V. You Have a Future 
A. All of the steps you are taking to build a recovery-based, balanced life will strengthen your 

sense of self and hope for the future.   
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

REMEMBER….. 
You are responsible for yourself 

 
There is HOPE 
There is HELP 

There is HEALING 
 

“So here’s the point: I struggle.  I know, and have repeatedly said, that 
it’s an ongoing process, yet I can forget that ongoing means — well, it 
means ongoing.  I’ve come a long way toward accepting that to live 
with addiction — one’s own or a loved one’s — involves living with un-
certainty.  It also requires enormous suffering.  I’m coming to accept 
these truths after years of fighting them.  The surprise is that the more 
I accept them, the less I suffer.” 
    ~ excerpt from David Sheff’s Beautiful Boy 
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Handouts 
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The brain is an incredibly complex organ which regulates our basic body functions and coordinates all of 

our activities.  Different areas of the brain coordinate and regulate specific functions, but all areas work 

together for our overall functioning to occur.  Use of drugs or alcohol can alter brain functioning, and 

chronic exposure to drugs or alcohol can create permanent changes in the brain, impairing the brain's 

ability to function properly and creating the compulsion to use that marks addiction. 
 

How do drugs work in the brain? 
Drugs and alcohol are chemical substances that interfere with the way that a brain's nerve cells (neurons) 

normally send, receive and interpret information.  Some drugs mimic the chemical structure of naturally 

occurring neurotransmitters (chemicals in the brain that transmit messages between neurons) but can 

result in abnormal messages being sent through the network of cells.  Other drugs cause the neurons to 

release large amounts of neurotransmitters or prevent the recycling of these brain chemicals, leading to an 

amplified message being sent. 
 

Most drugs target the brain's reward system either directly or indirectly by flooding the network with 

dopamine - a brain chemical which regulates things such as motivation, emotion and pleasure.  

Overstimulation of dopamine produces the "reward" of euphoria.  Our brain is wired to ensure that we 

repeat behaviors associated with pleasure and avoid those associated with pain.  When the brain's reward 

circuit is activated, our brain teaches us to repeat that behavior again and again. 
 

Drugs can release as much as 10 times as much dopamine as a "natural reward" (food, human contact, 

sex, etc) does, and in some cases the effect lasts much longer than those produced by natural rewards.  

The impact on the brain's pleasure circuit, and the resulting drive to repeat the behavior that cause the 

reward, is many times stronger than the impact of naturally rewarding behaviors.   
 

What brain changes occur with abuse of alcohol or other drugs? 
Just like we turn down the volume of a sound that is too loud, the brain adjusts to overwhelming surges in 

dopamine by restricting production of this chemical or reducing the receptors that will receive dopamine's 

message.  This decreases dopamine's impact on the reward circuit, decreasing the ability of a drug 

abuser's brain to experience any pleasure naturally.  This is why the drug abuser feels flat, unmotivated 

and depressed and is unable to enjoy things that previously brought them pleasure.  The individual now 

needs to take drugs to bring their dopamine production back to normal levels and they have to take larger 

amounts than they first did in order to experience the euphoric high.  Over the long-term, use of drugs 

and alcohol further disrupts the way that critical brain structures interact to control and inhibit behaviors 

related to drug abuse.  Drug addiction erodes a person's self-control and ability to make sound decisions 

while sending intense impulses to take drugs. 

 

 

Material taken from “Drugs, Brains and Behavior:  The Science of Addiction”, published by NIDA (National Institute on Drug 

Abuse), National Institutes of Health – Updated 2011. 

The Science 

of Addiction 
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SEPARATING THE PROBLEM 

 

BEHAVIOR: 

YOUR REACTION/RESPONSE: 

YOUR FEELING(S): 

HOW DID IT GO? 
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 •I give myself permission to change. 

•Loving myself heals my life.  I can nourish my mind, body and soul. 

•I can express my needs and feelings. 

•I am enough. 

•I choose to handle all of my experiences with love, joy and acceptance. 

•I have the power to change myself. 

•I am willing to learn new ways of living. 

•I can make my own choices and decisions. 

•I will surround myself with people who respect me and treat me well. 

•I deserve to be loved. 

•I did not cause it. 

•I cannot control it. 

•I cannot cure it. 

         Affirmations 
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S.O.C.S. WORKSHEET 

 

SITUATION (WHAT IS THE PROBLEM?) 

CONSEQUENCES (WHAT CAN HAPPEN?) 

POSITIVE CONSEQUENES: 

 

 

 

 

 

NEGATIVE CONSEQUENCES: 

 

 

OPTIONS (WHAT CAN YOU DO?) 

SOLUTION (WHAT DID YOU CHOOSE?) 
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MY PERSONAL RECOVERY PLAN 

Behaviors I would like to change: 

Strategies for changing these behaviors:  

Potential challenges I will face as I try to change these behaviors: 

Strategies/supports I will use to support my decision to change: 

How I will commit to taking care of myself during this process: 

To support my recovery, will I: 
Attend How to Cope Alumni Group? If so, when?   __________________________ 
Attend Al-Anon?  If so, when?  __________________________________________   
See a therapist? If so, when?  ___________________________________________ 
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I DESERVE TO LIVE A BALANCED LIFE!   
I WILL TAKE RESPONSIBILITY TO MAINTAIN BALANCE BY TAKING THESE ACTIONS: 

I will connect with friends or create new social connections by: 

I will strengthen or re-establish family ties by: 

I will nourish my spirituality by: 

I will energize myself intellectually by: 

I will energize myself physically by: 

I will allow myself to be silly and have fun by: 

I will turn this over to my Higher Power: 
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SEPARATING THE PROBLEM (expanded version) 

 BEHAVIOR: 

YOUR REACTION/RESPONSE: 

YOUR FEELING(S): 

POSITIVE ACTION YOU CAN TAKE: 

WHAT YOU WOULD HAVE LIKED TO HAVE DONE: 

WHY YOU DID NOT DO/SAY WHAT YOU WANTED TO: 
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Publications.  
Becker, Robert. Don't Talk, Don't Trust, Don't Feel,1991, Health Communications, Inc.  
Berry, Carmen Renee. When Helping You is Hurting Me, 1995, Harper.  
Black, Claudia. It Will Never Happen to Me, 2002, also Straight Talk – What Recovering Parents 
Should Tell Their Kids About Drugs and Alcohol, 2003, Ballantine.  
Brown, Brené.  Daring Greatly, 2012, Gotham. 
Brown, Brené. I Thought It Was Just Me (But It Isn’t): Making the Journey from “What Will People 
Think?” to “I Am Enough”, 2007,  Gotham.  
Burroughs, William. Junky, 2008, Penguin. 
Callander, Joan and Dingle, Chad. Addiction & Families, 2012, WordGatherers Publishing LLC. 
Carder, Townsend, Henslin, Cloud, and Brawand. Secrets of Your Family Tree, 1995, Moody.  
Carroll, Charles. Drugs in Modern Society, Fifth Edition, 2000, William Brown Publishers, College 
Division. 
Clarke and Dawson. Growing Up Again, 1998, Hazelden.  
Conyers, Beverly. Addict in the Family, 2003, Hazelden. 
Conyers, Beverly. Everything Changes, 2009, Hazelden. 
Daley, Dennis. Relapse: Conceptual, Research, and Clinical Perspectives, 1989, Haworth Press.  
Drews, Toby Rice. Getting Them Sober, Volume I, II, III, and IV, Bridge Publishing.  
Fish, Melinda. When Addiction Comes to Church, 1990, Fleming Revell Co. 
Fitzgerald, Kathleen W. Alcoholism, The Genetic Inheritance, 1993, Whale’s Tale Press. 
Ford, Betty. Betty: A Glad Awakening, 1987, Doubleday.  
Gorski, Terence. Passages Through Recovery, 1997, Hazelden.  
Gorski and Miller. Counseling for Relapse Prevention, 1982, also, Staying Sober, 1986, Herald House. 
Hersh, Sharon, The Last Addiction: Why Self-Help Is Not Enough, 2008, WaterBrook Press. 
Herzanek, Joe, Why Don’t They Just Quit? What Family and Friends Need to Know about Addiction and 
Recovery, 2012, CreateSpace Independent Publishing. 
Jay, Debra, No More Letting Go: The Spirituality of Taking Action Against Alcoholism and Drug Addiction, 
2006, Bantam. 
Jay, Debra, and Carol Colleran, Aging and Addiction: Helping Older Adults Overcome Alcohol or 
Medication Dependence, 2002, Hazelden. 
Jay, Jeff and Debra, Love First: Updated Tools and Techniques to Help Loved Ones Heal from Addiction, 
2008, Hazelden. 
Jay, Jeff and Jerry Boriskin, At Wit’s End: What You Need to Know When a Loved One Is Diagnosed with 
Addiction and Mental Illness, 2007, Hazelden. 
Jeffers, Susan J. Feel the Fear and Do It Anyway, 2006, Fawcett. 
Johnson, Vernon. I'll Quit Tomorrow, 1990, also, Intervention.  1986, Johnson Institute. 
Katherine, Anne. Boundaries – Where You End and I Begin, 2000, Simon & Schuster. 
Ketcham and Mueller. Eating Right to Live Sober, 1986, Madrona.  
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Ketcham, Katherine and Nicholas A. Pace, Teens Under the Influence: The Truth About Kids, Alcohol, and 
Other Drugs – How to Recognize the Problem and What To Do About It, 2003, Ballantine Books. 
Kinney and Leaton. Loosening the Grip, 2008, Times Mirror/Mosby College Publishing.  
Kubler-Ross, Elizabeth. On Death and Dying, 1970, Simon & Schuster. 
Larsen, Earnie, From Anger to Forgiveness, 1992, Hazelden 
Lawson and Lawson. Alcoholism and Substance Abuse in Special Populations, 1989, Aspen.  
Milam, James. Under the Influence, 1984, Bantam.  
Marlin, Emily. Hope, 1988, Perennial Library (Harper and Row)  
Mellody, Miller and Miller. Facing Codependence, 1989, Harper and Row.  
Miller, J. Keith. A Hunger for Healing, 1992, Harper Collins.  
Miller and Gorski. Family Recovery: Growing Beyond Addiction, 1982, also, Learning to Live Again.  1982, 
Herald House. 
Moyers, William Cope and Katherine Ketcham, Broken: My Story of Addiction and Redemption, 2006, 
Viking. 
Ohlms, David L. The Disease of Alcoholism, 1995, GWC Inc. 
Royce, James E. Alcohol Problems and Alcoholism, 1982, Free Press.  
Sheff, David.  beautiful boy, 2008, First Mariner Books. 
Sheff, David.  Clean, 2014, Eamon Dolan/Mariner Books. 
Spickard and Thompson, Dying For a Drink: What You Should Know About Alcoholism, 2005, Word. 

Twerski, Abraham. Addictive Thinking, 1997, Hazelden.  

Wegscheider-Cruse, Sharon. Family Illness: Chemical Dependency, 1978, Nurturing Networks, also,  

Another Chance: Hope and Health for the Alcoholic Family, Science and Behavior Books, Inc., 1989. 

Williams, Terence. I Won’t Wait Up Tonight. 1992, Hazeldon. 

Wolter, Dwight Lee. Forgiving Our Parents. 1994, Hazeldon 

 

Miscellaneous Resources 
Al-Anon Literature 
Alcoholics Anonymous Literature 
DVD: Living with Addiction: A Family Disease, 2009, Sunburst Visual Media. 
 
Twelve Step Organizations 
Al-Anon/Alatten Family Group.  www.al-anon.org . Phone: 888-4AL-ANON.  Helps families and friends of 
alcoholics recover from the effects of living with the problem drinking of a relative or friend.  Alateen is a 
similar program for youth. 
 
Alcoholics Anonymous. www.alcoholics-anonymous  Phone: 212-870-3400. A fellowship of men and 
women who want to stay sober.   
 
Cocaine Anonymous. www.ca.org  Phone: 310-559-5833.  Adapted from the Alcoholics Anonymous 
program, the only requirement for membership is the desire to stop using cocaine and all other mood-
altering substances. 
 
Debtors Anonymous. www.debtorsanonymous.org  Phone: 800-421-2383.  The goal of this program is to 
live without incurring any unsecured debt and to help other compulsive debtors achieve solvency. 
 

http://www.al-anon.org/
http://www.alcoholics-anonymous/
http://www.ca.org/
http://www.debtorsanonymous.org/
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Families Anonymous.  www.familiesanonymous.org Phone: 800-736-9805. A program for family members 
and friends concerned about someone’s current, suspected, or past drug, alcohol or related behavioral 
problems. 
 
Gam-Anon. www.gam-anon.org Phone: 718-352-1671. Composed of men and women who are husbands, 
wives, relatives, or close friends of compulsive gamblers. 
 
 
Gamblers Anonymous. www.gamblersanonymous.org Phone: 213-386-8789. A fellowship of men and 
women who share their experience, strength, and hope with each other so that they may solve their 
common problem of gambling and help others. 
 
Nar-Anon Family Groups. http://nar-anon.org  Phone: 800-477-6291.  Designed to help relatives and 
friends of addicts recover from the effects of living with an addicted relative or friend. 
 
Narcotics Anonymous. www.na.org  Phone: 818-773-9999.  A program that reaches out to people 
addicted to illegal drugs or narcotics. 
 
Nicotine Anonymous. www.nicotine-anonymous.org  Phone: 415-750-0328. Welcomes those seeking 
freedom from nicotine addiction. 
 
Overaters Anonymous. www.oa.org  Phone: 505-891-2664.  Offers a program of recovery from 
compulsive eating. 
 
S-Anon International Family Groups. www.sanon.org  Phone: 800-210-8141.  Support for people living 
with the problem of a friend or relative’s sexaholism 
 
Sex Addicts Anonymous. www.sexaa.org  Phone: 800-477-8191.  Reaches out to those who desire to 
overcome their sexual addiction. 
 
Sexaholics Anonymous.  www.sa.org  Phone: 866-424-8777.  For those who desire to become sexually 
sober. 

http://www.familiesanonymous.org/
http://www.gam-anon.org/
http://www.gamblersanonymous.org/
http://nar-anon.org/
http://www.na.org/
http://www.nicotine-anonymous.org/
http://www.oa.org/
http://www.sanon.org/
http://www.sexaa.org/
http://www.sa.org/

